
Chat record 

YP: Amazing project! 

Pv: Amazing project... ! Will (have to) visit it soon! 

TB: Thank you for the great overview of your work Xavier ! 

TB: Good obersvation & interesting question Bevis ! Best regards Ton ( father of sons Syb 4 year and 
Wytze 1 year old) 

TB: Weerwoud | Floriade Agroforestry Experience 2022 https://weerwoud.nl 

PL: @Steve, do you consider that Beans are very good calorie wise? 

PL: :)) 

GN: Wow, wonderful in every way. So much energy and so hopeful. Great example of what can be 
achieved in an urban area. Yay sourdough! 

GN: Very interested in Maureen's art project. Would love to find out more about this and if/how 
helping the homeless people she briefly mentioned 

MO: Xavier, you are the only designer of who I included two projects in my book 'Voedselbos', 
Utopia and Rjinvliet. 

MO: Happy and proud to see how all this evolved!!!!! You did super. 

KB: it so funny to see most of the speakers in front of their abundant book shelves :) LOVE IT!! 

PG: Great presentation. Well worth the effort! 

BH: A wonderful project Xavier, thank you for sharing it. 

BH: The interconnection with local children/schools and cultural landscape is really going to help to 
address the real issue that we need to be asking 

BH: I worry that we are sometimes so preoccupied with what sort of planet we are leaving for our 
children, that we are ignoring the real issue of what sort of children we are leaving for the planet. 

ES: Make sure to ask your questions in the Q&A tab for Xavier, they will be joining the live Q&A 
shortly! 

sn: I just saw potatoes. I am very happy 

sn: brilliant point about people liking manicured landscapes. It is very rare in the Uk for people to be 
asked about waht landscaoe they want in a new build. It is a reactive system and not participatory 
design 

sn: Very intersting point about peope wanting a manuicured landscape. In UK people are never 
asked about what landscae they want in a new build 

kh: it is so very pleasing ! and looks like Village Homes have a continuation in Europe, at last ! :-) will 
definitelly go and visit ! great job ! thankyou 

AA: Whoa !!!tq, what a future u have created. 

AA: TQTQTQ 

XS: Thanks everbody for the kind words! Happy to share this with you :-) 

XS: Also amazing to see how the community has been growing 

XS: I'll upload a pdf of each project and upload the video presentation to YouTube now that It was 
shown on the conference. 

XS: I'll ask Martin to attach the links 

Vv: Is there a PDF acvailable of this great presentation? 

Vv: Awesome 

Vv: Thanks really poor connection here in rural italy, happy to be able access offline 

 


